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1. Motivation and Problem Statement

Big Data has revolutionized our lives but has also created
challenges in the areas of privacy and data protection. As a
result, there is a push for stronger data protection rules and
companies are investing in tools for tighter control and mon-
itoring of personally identifiable information (PII) processed
and stored in their systems. Enforcing privacy-related rules
within large processing pipelines, however, is still very much
an open challenge because computation is often split across
a large number of nodes. We focus on the question of how to
always comply with regulations at the data source level with-
out negatively impacting performance, while, at the same
time, avoiding being overly restrictive in data use? A solu-
tion can come from combining the state of the art in secu-
rity and privacy with high bandwidth in-network and near-
data processing: Using specialized hardware devices to im-
plement a system capable of modifying the data that comes
from a storage system on the fly, offering a version with the
same schema but that is stripped from its sensitive contents
while still being able to be useful in initial exploration for
data analytics pipelines and machine learning models that
will eventually consume it.
2. Our Prototype

Data perturbation is a privacy preservation technique that al-
ters the values of elements in a database in order to disguise
the sensitive information while preserving the particular data
properties that are critical for building meaningful data ana-
lytics models. This technique can often be reduced to simple
operations applied to rows, columns or individual records of
data, which makes it suitable for the implementation with
hardware devices. The main challenge is to select a transfor-
mation that balances the privacy protection of the new data
with the remaining utility, which are normally considered as
a pair of conflicting factors.

Differential privacy (DP) is another relevant tool that pro-
vides a strong privacy guarantee. However, its main limita-
tion is the privacy budget constraint which involves imple-
menting a mechanism that allows only a limited number of
repeated queries to be performed before some information
leakage occurs. The data perturbation method targets differ-
ent data processing operators than DP and does not require
keeping track of such budgets – nonetheless, our prototype
platform allows future integration of DP solutions.

The work presented in the poster builds on an FPGA-
based Key-value Store [1] that offers capabilities for stor-
ing and accessing Parquet files. In order to be able to imple-
ment transparent data perturbations at line rate (10Gbps), we
have implemented a module for data decompression, differ-
ent accessing patterns (row-based, column-based, individual
records) and are working on modules for data transforma-
tion. These near-data compute modules can be activated or
deactivated as a decision of users with high access privileges.

The work flow from a user’s perspective is to (1) store
the compressed data in the KVS as Parquet files with rel-
evant metadata; (2) access selectively row batches of cer-
tain columns from the stored files which are being trans-
parently decompressed and transformed, ready to be fed
to the data analytics pipelines; (3) after the initial explo-
ration/prototyping phase is over for the ML models or an-
alytic pipelines, higher privilege users can disable the trans-
formation modules for accurate results.
3. Ongoing and Future Work

Currently we have implemented a variant of geometric per-
turbation with 3D Rotation [2]. With this method we pre-
compute a rotation matrix which is stored in the KVS along-
side the Parquet file metadata. The transformation on re-
trieval will consist of grouping values from rows in triplets
and rotating these triplets with the rotation matrix. Several
data mining models such as kNN classifiers, kernel meth-
ods, SVM classifiers and linear classifiers are invariant to
the rotation transformation [3].

Our goal with the poster is to showcase our initial re-
sults and to receive feedback, on the one hand, about other
possible transformations to perform and, on the other hand,
the possible challenges one could face when deploying such
“smart storage” nodes in production systems.
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